Phase diagrams of polarized ultra-cold gases on attractive-U Hubbard ladders
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Recent advances in experimental technique of creation and manipulation of strongly correlated
systems using ultra-cold gases in traps with varying forms and effective dimensionality of the trapping
potential [1, 2] stimulates an interest in mathematical modeling of quasi-one-dimensional polarized Fermi
gases at ultralow temperatures. In such systems a motion of the particles in two spatial dimensions out of
three is almost completely "frozen". Moreover the spatial structure of the atomic cloud was found to be
significantly different for quasi 1D cigar-shaped magnetic traps and 3D spherically symmetric traps.
In this paper we consider a quasi-one-dimensional model of a two-component Fermi gas at zero
temperature on one, two and three leg attractive-U Hubbard ladders. We construct a phase diagram of a
two-component spin-polarized gas in the convenient coordinates specified by chemical potential and
effective magnetic field" [3-6].
We present phase diagrams for the attractive-U Hubbard model on the one leg (single chain), twoleg and three-leg ladders for various values of the onsite Hubbard attraction U, fermion density n, and
hopping amplitude t (or correspondingly the 1D bandwidth W=4t). The phase diagram typically
contains equal density phase with local bound pairs, partially polarized phase and different fully
polarized phases. We obtain that the topology of the phase diagram in attractive-U Hubbard model for
two, three or more legs does not qualitatively change with the increase of the number of legs, but
qualitatively differs from the topology of the phase diagram of a single chain.
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